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KHAN’S PALACE WIPED OUT BY ARMENIAN VANDALS

To the readers
The city of Iravan with its rich history, full of glorious
and heroic pages, is very dear to every Azerbaijani. As an integral part of Azerbaijan in all periods of history, Iravan left a
deep trace in the historical past of the country.
Before the conquest of Northern Azerbaijan by tsarist
Russia, in the early XIX century Iravan was one of the important centers of the Azerbaijani statehood. This city, indigenous
population of which were Azerbaijani Turks, throughout the
Middle Ages was one of the emirate, beylerbeylik and khanate
centers of Azerbaijan. During the period when it was the capital of one of the independent states of Azerbaijan - Iravan
khanate (1747-1828), the city became one of the important
trade, craft, cultural and political centers of the South Caucasus, as well as the entire Near and Middle East.
The Azerbaijani people created in the city of Iravan, located at the junction of international trade routes, rich culture,
including the rare pearls of architecture.
One of the historical sights of the ancient Iravan city was
famous Iravan fortress. It was built by the Safavi warlord Ravangulu Khan on the order of Shah Ismayil Khatai, the founder
of Azerbaijani Safavi state at early XVI century (1509-1517).
Iravan fortress was rich in ancient monuments and rare
architectural complexes. Here was located one of the greatest
works of Azerbaijani architecture - Khan's Palace, or the Palace
of Sardar. This valuable historical monument was erected in
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1578 by Tokhmag Khan - the beylerbey of Iravan of the Azerbaijani Safavi state.
After the conclusion of Turkmenchay (1828), and Edirne
(Adrianople) (1829) peace treaties tsarist Russia relocated Armenians from the Qajar Iran and the Ottoman Empire in the
South Caucasus. In the history of the Azerbaijani people began
the period of ethnic cleansing, forced deportations and genocide. And on May 29, 1918 in Northern Azerbaijan - on the territory of former Iravan khanate was established an Armenian
state.
Over the past 180-200 years of history the Armenian nationalists carried out ethnic cleansing on the historical Azerbaijani lands - the territory of Iravan khanate and Zangazur,
created a mono-ethnic state with exclusively Armenian population.
However, supported at ﬁrst, byTsarist Russia then by the
Soviet-Bolshevik regime Armenian vandals destroyed hundreds of settlements, historical monuments, including castles,
architectural complexes, mosques, minarets and cemeteries belonging to the Azerbaijani people, and changed all the historical names in these places.
Armenian vandals, implementing policy of changing the
historic view of Iravan, turning it into “the Armenian city”
have destroyed all the historical monuments of this ancient
Azerbaijani city.
One of the sites subjected to genocide by Armenian vandals, has become a rare gem of Azerbaijani architecture Khan's Palace, or the Palace of Sardar.
AZERBAIJAN NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
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By creating “Fatherland” for themselves in an alien land,
introducing themselves as “cultural” and “civilized nation” to
the world, and the Turks – as "predatory" and "wild" nation,
Armenian vandals destroyed these unique masterpieces of architecture that existed for centuries, and built cognac plant on
its place.
The ancient city of Iravan, all its historical Turkic-Islamic
monuments including the Khan's Palace (Palace of Sardar) destroyed by Armenian vandals, live in the historical memory of
the Azerbaijani people.
This booklet, presented to the readers, is about the bitter
fate of a unique historical monument - the Khan's Palace or the
Palace of Sardar created by Azerbaijanis.
We express our gratitude to the staﬀ of the Presidential
Library of the Administrative Department under the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan for assistance in the preparation of the booklet “The Iravan khanate: Khan’s palace
wiped out by Armenian vandals” for publication.

Yagub Mahmudov
Honored man of science,
Corresponding member of ANAS
State Prize-winer
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The Palace of Iravan Khans
In 1578, Iravan beylerbeyi of the Azerbaijan Safavi state
Tokhmag Khan built Khan’s Palace in the fortress, and opposite the castle, on the right bank of the Zangi River, planted a
large garden. This garden is mentioned in historical literature
as Khan’s garden. In the 40s of the XVII century famous Turkish traveler Evliya Chelebi, who visited the South Caucasus
gives interesting information about the Iravan fortress and
“paradise-like” palace of Tokhmag Khan.1

The layout of the Iravan Fortress. Iravan History Museum
1

Evliya Chelebi. Travel book (Selections on the history of Azerbaijan.Prepared by Seyyidaga Onullahi). Baku,1997, p.51.
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During the reign of the Safavi commander Amirguna
Khan Qajar (1604-1625) in Iravan, the fortress and Khan’s
Palace (Sardar’s Palace) was further renovated and strengthened. After the earthquake in 1679, Iravan fortress, including
the Khan's palace was restored by Zal Khan (1679-1688).
At the time when the Iravan province fell under the rule
of the Ottomans considerable work on the construction and
renovation were carried out in the palace complex of Iravan
fortress by Rajab Pasha (1725-1728).
The time under the Iravan
Khan Hussein Ali
Qajar (1759-1783)
and his son, Mahammad Khan’s
reign (1784-1805) is
considered to be
the prosperous era
of the city and the
fortress of Iravan.
Hussein Ali khan
Qajar invited the
well-known architect of the time
Mirza Jafar of
Khoy to Iravan in
The plan of the Iravan Fortress.
order to further re(See: Утверждение русского владычества на
novation of the
Кавказе. Том 4. часть 1. Тифлис,
Khan's
Palace.
1906, с. 306).
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Khan's palace was reconstructed under the guidance of Mirza
Jafar of Khoy.
Guzgulu salon (The Mirror Hall) and Yay Imareti (the
Summer Residence) in Khan Baghi (Khan’s garden) were
added by Hussein Ali Khan's son Mahammad Khan Qajar in
1791, thus, this magniﬁcent building was completed as a monumental palace complex in the architectural sense. In 1810,
during the reign of Hussein Qulu the palace complex was
overhauled and a number of new buildings were added to it.
The palace complex in 1810 during and several new buildings
were added to it.
During the capture of the Iravan fortress in 1827, four
ﬂags of the Iravan khanate that had all the attributes of the

The ﬂags of the Iravan Khanate.
Azerbaijan National History Museum.
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state passed into the hands of Russian troops. At present, two
of them are in the Azerbaijan National Museum of History.
One of the ﬂags is in the form of a triangle, while the other –
quadrangle.*
Some of plans of the Iravan fortress and Khan’s palace
drawn after the capture of the Iravan fortress by Tsarist Russia
are kept now in the Historical Museum of Iravan. According to
the master plan of the Khan's palace compiled in 1837, the
structure occupied an area of about 1 hectare. The palace was
located in the northwestern part of Iravan fortress, and a door
led from the fortress to the palace.
The two-storey building of the palace provided for official events was in the form of a trapezoid (dimensions 36x35x31x25 m). In the center of the palace was a large veranda, provided for a grand welcome of the Shah. At the end
of the veranda were built sleeping quarters - alcoves separated by lattice, decorated with colored glasses, opening into
the River Zangi. In front of the throne in the Hall of Mirrors
of the Khan's palace was laid out a star-shaped pool of veiny
agate stones possessing healing properties. Swimming pool
with a small fountain in the center is reflected in the “Mirror
Hall” of the Russian artist G.Gagarin. This pool is displayed
currently in the Historical Museum of Iravan. In addition to
the Khan's palace adjoined two buildings - the building in
* Size of the triangular ﬂag is 145x261x217 cm and was prepared in
1825-1826. Size of the rectangular ﬂag 156x156 cm, and was prepared in
1823-1824..
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which lived Khan’s courtiers and close relatives and a subsidiary construction.2
Khan's palace and harem of Khan constituted a single architectural composition. The harem was connected with the
palace by a small corridor. The length of the harem, which had
a rectangular shape, was 200 feet (1 foot = 0.3048 m), width about 125 feet. In a harem there were plenty of rooms and corridors. After the capture of Iravan fortress by Russian troops at
the site of the harem was housed a hospital. The walls of the
bath of the Khan’s harem were covered with marble plates and
mosaic ornaments were notable for their magniﬁcence as well.
The harem had a large summer pool with length of 15 sazhens
(1 sazhen = 2.1336 m), width of 4 sazhens, depth of 3 arshin (1
arshin = 71.12 cm). All these buildings were included, along
with numerous other buildings inside the fortress, in the plan
during the “reconstruction of the city of Iravan” and were intentionally destroyed to the ground by Armenians.3
According to experts, the Khan's Palace in Iravan in regard of its architectural shape, size and structure, the solution
of the internal volume, and the artistic design was one of the
masterpieces of Oriental architecture. It reﬂected the characteristics of palace complexes, referred to as “Hesht Behisht”
(“Eight Paradises”)* built in 1483 in Tabriz by the ruler of the
Aghgoyunlu State Sultan Yagub and in 1669 in Isfahan at the
time of the Shah Suleiman Safavi.
2

Арутюнян В., Асратян М., Меликян А. Ереван. Москва: Строй
-издат, 1968, с. 33-34.
3
Акопян Т.Х. Очерк истории Еревана. Ереван, 1977, с.129-130.
* “Eight paradises”, that’s paradise of eight layers.
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General view of the Iravan Fortress. The year 1796.

Another interesting aspect is that in terms of choice of
the relief and architectural solution of the construction the
palaces of Khoy, Iravan and Sheki Khans were almost the replicas in design. This fact indicates that these palaces were built
in the same architectural style. During the reconstruction work
in the Khan Palace the Iravan Khan Hussein Ali Khan asked
his relative, the Khan of Khoy Ahmed Khan (1763-1786) for assistance. During the reign of Ahmed Khan in Khoy, in the territory covered by a deep moat, similar in relief with the
location of Iravan fortress - was built a castle with the palace inside. The architect of the palace was Mirza Jafar of Khoy. At
AZERBAIJAN NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
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the request of his relative Hussein Ali Khan, Ahmad khan sent
the architect Mirza Jafar of Khoy to Iravan to be at the head of
the construction work in the Khan Palace.
The Mirror halls of the Khan's Palaces in Iravan and
Sheki are quite similar to each other. This proves that they
were erected by the craftsmen from the same architectural
school.
French travelers Jean Baptiste Tavernier visited the city of
Iravan in 1655, and Jean Baptiste Chardin in 1673. They made
a graphic description of the city, in which were depicted the
Iravan fortress and buildings within it, including the Khan's
palace. J.Chardin gives detailed information about the feasts
that were held in honor of the guests in Khan's palace by Iravan Khan Saﬁgulu Khan - a fan of arts and sciences. He describes how the wrestlers, dancers, singers and musicians
showed their mastery to entertain the participants in the feast.
The author characterizes the performance of the musicians and
dancers displayed through facial expressions as the opera of
the East.4
Moritz von Kotzebue - military of German descent, who
visited in 1817 the Iravan khanate on his way to Iran as a member of the Russian delegation headed by Alexei Yermolov, described in detail the Sardar Palace in Iravan fortress and the
Summer residence in Sardar garden. Kotzebue wrote: “On the
walls of the palace were hung small mirrors of diﬀerent
shapes, colorful ﬂowers and small paintings ... Opposite the
entrance along with the portraits of the Shah (i.e. Fatali Shah)
4

Şardən Jan. Parisdən İsfahana səyahət. Bakı: Elm, 1994, s.23-28.
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and his son Abbas Mirza, a couple of paintings, depicting the
hunting scenes, and some pictures with the image of several
women draw attention ... Opposite the open side of the hall
there is a kiosque with a small, white marble pool and a fountain overlooking to the freshly planted nice garden. The Zangi
River is ﬂowing directly beneath the window: along its banks
grow tall trees, and the other side of beautiful stone bridge consisting of some arches leads to the bank, resting against the
Mount of Ararat (Agri – N.M.) “ ... 5 Further Kotzebue speaks
about the Summer Pavilion in Khan’s garden which was laid
out on the right bank of the River Zangi, facing the Khan's
Palace. According to his description, in the center of the pavilion, which was built in the Asian architectural style, there was
a marble swimming pool with fountain. Gentle sounds, coming from the little bells hanging on the water jets were delighting the Khan.6 It is the pavilion in which the sirdar was
wont to beguile his leisure.
It appears from this valuable information that still at the
beginning of the XIX century in the kiosque of the Iravan khan
existed musical fountain in the modern sense. Iravan Khans
used to spend their spare time in the pavilion listening to the
musicians. In the Khan’s garden full of ﬂowers which due to its
beauty, in true sense, was considered a perfect work of art,
were often held feasts for foreign visitors.
5

Kotzebue by Moritz Von. Narrative of a journey into Persia, in the
suite of the imperial Russian embassy, in the year 1817. London, 1819,
p.112-113.
6
Kotzebue by Moritz Von. Ibid, p.121-122.
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The Summer Kiosk of the Iravan Khan.
(See: Kotzebue Moritz Von. Narrative of a journey into Persia,
in the suite of the imperial Russian embassy, in the year 1817.
London, 1819, p. 126a)

The famous Russian writer and diplomat Alexander
Sergeyevich Griboyedov as a secretary of the Russian representation in Iran visited Iravan Khan’s Palace in February 1819.
According to Griboyedov, Sardar Hussein Qulu khan who was
considered ﬁrst after Allah in the country * and third inﬂuential person in the Qajar state following existing traditions organized a sumptuous feast in honor of the guests. Griboyedov
* That’s in Iravan khanate
AZERBAIJAN NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
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could
have
never imagine
that, soon after
the fall of Iravan
fortress in October 1827, just in
this Hall of Mirrors would be
performed by
the Russian oﬃcers his famous
Performance of Griboyedov’s “The Woes
“Woe from Wit”
of Wit” in the Mirror Hall of the
(also translated
Khan’s Palace in Iravan in December 1827.
as “The Woes of
National History Museum of Armenia.
Wit”,
“Wit
Works Woe”, and so forth – trans.) with the participation of the
author. Griboyedov described in detail the Hall of Mirrors,
where Hussein Qulu khan used to receive his guests. He writes:
“The entire ﬂoor of the hall was spread with expensive, embellished carpets, the ceiling and the interior walls of the hall were
decorated with “Japanese ornaments”; the entire wall was
worked out in the style of lattice frame and they were clinched
with colorful glasses: and directly opposite the entrance there
was a ﬁreplace, the semicircular ceiling was covered with small
pieces of mirror, and all the walls were decorated in doublerows of paintings.7
7

Полное собрание сочинений А.С.Грибоедова. Том 1, С.Петербург, 1839, с. 43-44.
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After Russian invasion the Iravan khanate was in the
focus of a number of European and Russian researchers.
French explorer, geologist and artist Frederic Dubois de
Montpereux traveled to the Caucasus in 1833, and in the 18391843 years he published his 6-volume book “Travel around
the Caucasus (Voyage autour du Caucase)” in Paris. The author, moreover, issued in addition to these books Atlases in 5
volumes, including maps, plans and drawings. The artist-engraver Hercule Nicolet produced engravings of these drawings drawn by Frederick Montpereux. In the third part of the
Atlases reﬂected the interior of the Mirror Hall of the Sardar’s

Fragments from the Mirror Hall of the Khan’s Palace.
(See: Frederic Dubois de Montpereux. Voyage autour du Caucase,
chez les tcherkesses et les abkhases, en Georgie, en Armenie et en Crimee:
a 6 v.: Paris, 1843).
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The courtyard of the Iravan Khan’s Harem
(See: Frederic Dubois de Montpereux. Voyage autour du Caucase,
chez les tcherkesses et les abkhases, en Georgie, en Armenie et en
Crimee: a 6 v.: Paris, 1843, Atlas 3, v. 27).

palace, paintings and patterns on the walls of the hall and the
pictures of Hussein Qulu khan's harem.8
After the capture of the Iravan fortress by Russian troops
at ﬁrst, the Temporary Iravan Oﬃce, and then the Administration of the “Armenian province” was formed on the territory of the former Iravan and Nakhchivan khanates, later - the
Oﬃce of Iravan Governorate was housed in Khan's palace.
The desire of Emperor Nikolas I to see the legendary
Iravan fortress which more than 23 years repelled the attacks of Russian troops, and became famous as the “im8

Atlas. Voyage au Caucase chez les tcherkesses et les abkhases en
Colchide, en Géorgie, en Arménie et en Crimée par Frédéric Dubois de
Montpéreux. Paris, 1843.
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pregnable fortress” was realized in 1837. Nikolas I who visited Iravan and spent the night in Khan’s palace in memory
of his stay here wrote his name on the wall of the Mirror
Hall. Later, this part of the wall was framed. Nikolas I had
received in the Mirror hall representatives of different
classes of the population of the Iravan city.
The German traveler August von Haxthausen who
on August 27, 1843 visited Iravan fortress also described
the Khan's palace in detail. Haxthauzen writes: “The
fortress, which was the former palace of Sardar, is
rapidly falling into total ruin; the abodes of the Persian no-

A fragment from the Mirror Hall of the Khan’s Palace.
Photo by Dmitriy Yermakov.
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bles* are in the ruins, one mosque has become a GreekRussian Church, and the other - the arsenal. The Palace of
Sardar is intact, but one of its ﬂanks - the harem was turned
into a hospital. Architecturally, the palace is nothing majestic;
its small courtyards and gardens, fountain, pool, all so tiny,
and does not have a certain character, but for all that individual decoration, windows, doors, arcade are of very high merit.
Modern Asian edifaces cannot be compared with the Alhambresque (magniﬁcent; the ornamental style of Alhambresquetrans.).** Only the reception hall of Sardar palace is of very high
merit. The side facing to the courtyard is open and closed only
for walls a beautiful lattice, which can be removed whole or in
part. When the lattice screen is removed, then it forms a huge
hall, an open gallery. On the back wall of the hall there is a large
window of stained glass from the ﬂoor to the ceiling which covers two-thirds of the wall; on both sides there are small rooms.
There is a small marble pool with a small fountain in the center of the hall. The walls and ceiling are adorned with mirrors
and pictures.” 9
In 1864, Iravan fortress ceased to be used as a fortiﬁcation.
In 1865, the Armenian merchant Nerses Tairyants by buying
part of the territory of the Iravan Fortress built a winery - the
current cognac-mill there. Currently, part of the territory of the
* That’s the nobles of the Iravan khanate.
** Here the architectural complex built in Granada city of Spain in the XIII
century and restored as a Muslim historical-architectural monument which is
currently preserved as a museum is meant.
9
Гагстгаузен Август. Закавказский край. Санкт-Петербург, 1857,
часть I, c.230-231.
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“Bildings” constructed in the area of Khan’s Palace
destroyed by Armenians.

cognac plant is located within the complex of the Khan's palace.
In October 1880, famous Russian archeologist, countess
Praskovya Aleksandrovna Uvarova visited Iravan fortress.
She described the collapsing state of Khan’s Palace. Armenian
researcher Ervand Shahaziz in his book “Ancient Iravan” published in Iravan in 1931 quotes the following passage from the
ﬁrst volume of P.Uvarova’s book “The Caucasus. Travel
Notes” (Moscow, 1887) devoted to the results of the Caucasian
expedition: “Inside the fortress walls and towers located Sardar’s Palace*, which consisted of an underpass through the
Zangi river, courtyards with fountains, baths, harem, and
two mosques. Only reception hall of the Sardar Palace,
which was completely decorated with ornaments in oriental

* That is the complex of Khan’s palace.
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style, mirrors and paintings, and seemed like a decorated
fancy tea-ball, remains intact. In the center of the room was
a marble fountain, and its window decorated with colored
wooden openworks. From the window of the palace an awesome landscape is opening to the River Zangi, Ararat (AghriN.M) and Alayaz mountains there. The north side of the hall
was not walled and used to be covered with curtains. Traces
of the curtain, hooks and rings are seen on the ceiling and
foundation. On both sides of the hall there are small rooms,
and in the basement there is an ice-safe. Only the door and
the stone stairway of the underpass connecting the palace to
the river Zangi remained. However, some time ago it was
possible to get across the river to the other side through this
underpass.”10.
The famous British traveler, geographer and public ﬁgure Henry Lynch* from August 1893 to March 1894 and in August 1898 visited Eastern Anatolia and the South Caucasus.
The result of his travels was the two-volume work “Armenia.
Travel and studies”. In the ﬁrst volume of the book, published
in London in 1901, the author described in detail what he saw
in the territory of present Armenia.
Paintings on the walls of the Khan's palace and windows
with ornaments described by Lynch coincide with the period
after the restoration of the palace in the second half of the nineՅերվանդ Շահազիզ: Հին Յերևանը: Յերևան, 1931, էջ 170; (Yervand Shahaziz. Old Erevan. Erevan, 1931, p.170).
* Lynch’s grandmother was an Armenian girl living in Baghdad. While
his grandfather who was English oﬃcer in Baghdad, he met her and married.
10
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The reception hall of the Khan’s Palace.
(See: Lynch H.F.B., Armenia. Travels and Studies.
London, 1901, p.216a).

teenth century. Therefore, Lynch wrote: “The pictures painted
on canvas, are not original. I believe they are copies.” He described the Mirror Hall of the Khan’s Palace as follows: “The
incrustation upon the vaulting is composed of pieces of mirror which shine like the facets of a jewel. An encrusted cornice of the same material surmounts the walls of the palace
below a ceiling profusely adorned with ﬂoral designs, conspicuous being the iris and the rose.”
Lynch writes about eight paintings on canvas, applied to
shallow recesses, distributed around the walls of the Mirror
AZERBAIJAN NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
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hall, the two of which were comprised by his illustrations, one
on either side of the alcove, represent on the left hand the ﬁgure of the Iravan Khan Hussein Qulu Khan and, on the right,
the Persian hero Feramez. The author writes that of the remainder, were portraits—Fath Ali Shah, his son Abbas Mirza,
Hassan khan, brother to the Iravan Khan Hussein Qulu Khan;
while an equal number were indiﬀerent renderings of heroic
personages—the warriors Sohrab and Rustam Zal, and a bellicose woman (Amazon).11
At that time, the most widespread and well-developed
area of the ﬁne arts was mural painting or fresco which was
reproduced on the architectural monuments. The rich artistic
design of the palace, the portraits that adorned the walls and
the monumental works of painting art, consisting of the portraits and subject compositions admired European travelers
and artists more than the very architecture of the Khan's
palace, and encouraged them to write impressions full of
praise.
Descriptions of the witnesses on internal design of Khan
Palace in Iravan, paintings by Russian artist and academician
Vladimir Mashkov, ethnographer and artist Prince Grigory
Gagarin, French traveler and artist Dubois de Montpereux, as
well as photographs taken by photographer Dmitry Yermakov
and English explorer Henry Lynch, give us the opportunity to
express an opinion on artistic design of the palace, the content
shape and style, the aesthetic features of these frescos as well
as the professional skill of its craftsmen.
11

Lynch H.F.B. Armenia. Travels and Studies. Vol I, p.216-217.
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Doctor of art Karim Karimov, based on the paintings and
pictures of Khan’s palace in Iravan made by various artists and
photographers, analyzed from the point of view of art, architectural features and graphic design of the palace. Karimov
writes that, the original paintings adorning the walls of the
palace, the Mirror hall and Summer Kiosque were based on
the canons and traditions of the time. As a rule, the vaults and
panels between the vaults on wall surfaces above the panelling

The reception hall of the Khan’Palace. Artist Grigory Gagarin
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The interior of the Khan’s Palace.
(See: Frederic Dubois de Montpereux. Voyage autour du Caucase,
chez les tcherkesses et les abkhases, en Georgie, en Armenie et en
Crimee: a 6 v.: Paris, 1843).

of the palace were decorated with geometric and stylized ﬂoral motifs decorative compositions, as well as lively and real
images of animals, birds and ﬂowers. The core of the ornamental design of the palace was represented by the portraits
and multi-subject narrative compositions.Karimov further
writes that till the repair works carried out in the second half of
the XIX century, in the artistic design of the Khan's palace prevailed portrait drawings, among them - based on the motives of
Ferdowsi's “Shahnameh” compositions depicting hunting, battle, feast, love scenes. One of these compositions represented
the scene of the ﬁght of Rustam Zal with a young warrior and
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the other murder of his own son without knowing him. Another painting reﬂected the ﬁght of Rustam and Isfandiyar, and
the other one his ﬁghtings with Div (ogre) and so on.12
Analysis of samples of pictorial art in Iravan Khan's
Palace shows that in the portrait drawings, and in the story,
and in the decorative compositions along with traditional
Azerbaijani and Eastern motifs were inﬂuenced by progressive traditions of art in Western Europe and Russia at that time.

The Mirror Hall of the Iravan Khan’s Palace. Artist Grigory
Gagarin. (See: Ալիշան Ղեվոնդ. Այրարատ. Վենետիկ, 1890.
Alişan Ğevond. Ayrarat (erməni dilində). Venesiya, 1890, s. 309).
12

Kərimov Kərim. “İrəvan sərdarının sarayı” məqaləsi. “Yeni ﬁkir”
qəzeti, 18 oktyabr 1995-ci il.
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A view opening from the Mirror Hall of the Khan’s Palace to Aghri
Mount. (See: Alişan Ğevond. Ayrarat (erməni dilində).
Venesiya, 1890, s. 310).

This eﬀect is most clearly manifested itself after the repair
work in the Khan Palace in the second half of the XIX century.
Analysis of samples of pictorial art in Iravan Khan's Palace
shows that portraits, subject and decorative compositions
along with traditional Azerbaijani and Oriental motifs were inﬂuenced by progressive traditions of art in Western Europe
and Russia at the time. After reconstruction and restoration
works in Khan’s Palace in the second half of the nineteenth
century this inﬂuence manifested it more clearly.
After the termination of the use of the Iravan Fortress as
a fortiﬁcation, the Russian government repeatedly allocated
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money from the state treasury of the Russian Empire funding
for capital repair of Mirror hall of Khan’s palace which neglected fell into disrepair; wall paintings from the damp began
to deteriorate, mirrors on the cornice and the ceiling were
crumbled from humidity and destroyed. At the request of Iravan governor the governor-general of the Caucasus allocated:
in 1867, 1,200 rubles for the repair of Sardar Hall, and in 1871,
1112 rubles and 28 kopecks for the restoration of its stormtorn iron roof, in 1874, 354 rubles 86 kopecks to restore the
collapsed walls of the hall; in 1880, by order of governor-general of Caucasus was allocated 1978 rubles 78 kopecks for
capital repair of Sardar’s Hall, and the Iravan city administration allocated for this purpose 1770 rubles.13

“The neglected” Iravan Khan’s Palace.
End of the XIX century. Photo by Dmitriy Yermakov.
13

Развитие Еревана после присоединения Восточной Армении к
России. Сборник документов. 1801-1917 гг.. Ереван, 1978, с.286-288.
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Part of the restoration work in the Khan Palace was done
by the founder of Azerbaijani easel painting Mirza Qedim Iravani (1826-1875).* He restored most of portraits and ornamental compositions in the Hall of Mirrors of the Khan's palace.
Apparently, in the 1867-1874 years Mirza Qedim Iravani repeated restoration works in the Khan's palace.14
Comparative analysis of graphic materials of the palace
before and after restoration reveals that only a portion of the
mural paintings - portraits and decorative panels were restored in 1868. Due to the fact that the hunting scenes, battle
and love scenes was impossible to restore, in their place were
drawn new ornamental, decorative panels. While restoring the
portraits Mirza Qedim Iravani did not mechanically approach
the work, but using advanced technical means created new
works of art diﬀerent from previous ones. These oil-paint pictures painted on large pieces of canvas and then pasted on the
wall, in fact, were the ﬁrst examples of realistic monumental
painting in Azerbaijan. Therefore, these paitings are of high
merit and considered as “the most remarkable examples of
Asian painting”.15
* Mirza Qedim born in Iravan had studied in classical school in Old
Tiﬂis.Having learnt the Persian, Russian and French languages perfectly
he returned Iravan and till the end of his life worked a telegraphist in the
post oﬃce. His father Mahammad Hussein was famous master on shebeke art. Still studying at Tiﬂis classical school he got interested in art.
At ﬁrst painting on glass and fabric Mirza Qedim later had become famous as a master of portrait and ornamental compositions..
14
Əfəndi Rasim. Azərbaycan incəsənəti. Bakı, 2007, s.114-115.
15
Karimov Karim, the afore-mentioned article.
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According to information provided by famous Azerbaijani scientists in the ﬁeld of history of architecture L.S.Bretan-

Pictures on the walls of the Khan’s Palace.
Artist Grigory Gagarin. (See: Живописная Россия. Том 9,
СПб. М., 1883, с.200 а).

itski, after the destruction of the open interior curtains in the
north side of the Mirror Hall of Sardar Palace, during repair
work, carried out in 1886, the interior of the hall was replaced
with doors and windows in the style of shebeke ((drawings or
patterns of colored glasses, applied to doors, windows, etc.),
such as stained-glass windows of Khan's Palace in Sheki.
However, interior doors and windows were restored in a
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coarse manner. When comparing paintings of the Mirror Hall
in Iravan Khan's Palace, made by Grigory Gagarin and Dubois
de Montpereux, with photos of the palace, made after the
restoration works in the second half of the XIX century, difference between them is seen clearly. Portraits and frescoes in
Grigoriy Gagarin’s works look more impressive, much richer,
more subtle and colorful.

The Iravan Khan’s Palace.
The interior of the Palace. The year 1892.
(See: Известия Императорской Археологической Комиссии.
Выпуск 46. С.Петербург, 1912, с. 80).
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The issue of preservation of the Khan Palace was twice
discussed at special meetings of the Russian Imperial Archaeological Commission (IAC). From the minutes of the ﬁrst discussion, held on 6 October 1910, it follows that on 15 July
1910, IAC sent a request to the Engineer's Oﬃce of Caucasian
military district about Sardar Palace. In the reply letter to the
IAC in this regard, it said that the Imperial Moscow Archaeological Society was requested to ﬁnd funds for the preservation and restoration of the palace. However, this issue had not
been resolved. The minutes of the ﬁrst discussion emphasized that during Hussein Gulu khan’s reign the Palace had
the modern air. Nevertheless, over the years of Russian domination the Palace was gradually crumbling away. The result
of the discussion was the decision of the Imperial Archaeological Commission on the preparation of the act with respect to the technical inspection of the palace. Famous
orientalist Nikolai Marr was instructed to examine the palace
just on the spot. 16
The second discussion was held on 17 May 1912. Two reports were heard on the subject. The ﬁrst report expressed the
judgements on the petition of the Commander-in-Chief of Caucasus Military District to the Minister of Internal Aﬀairs from 18
April, 1912. The question was put as follows: Sardar palace
should either be repaired or transferred to the Imperial Archaeological Commission, or in view of the danger posed to
passers-by, to sell it with the condition of subsequent demoli16

Известия Императорской Археологической Комиссии. Выпуск 39. С. Петербург, 1911, с. 29-32.
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The Mirror Hall of the Khan’s Palace. The early XX century.

tion. The second
issue was to discuss
the conclusion of
Academician Nikolai Marr on the inspection of Khan’s
Palace, conducted
in July 1911, under
the decision of the
Imperial Archaeological Commission
from 6 October 1910.

A view of the ruins of “the neglected” Iravan Khan’s Palace from the Zangi River.
(See:Yervand Şahəziz.
Hin Yerevan, 1931, s. 155).
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Nikolai Marr stated in his report that he spent two days
to examine Sardar Palace and met with some people, so he was
able to clarify a number of issues. Academician Marr noted
that, of course, Sardar palace was aﬀected by the earthquake
and the years past, but at the same time there was not the
slightest attention to preserve these remarkable monuments
of the past two decades. According to him, was the reverse
process, i.e, some people were interested in the demolition of
the palace, and it was destroyed by human hands.
Academician Nikolai Marr, describing the fate of the
7-portrait in Mirror Hall, stated that they were brutally
wrenched out of the wall, so small pieces of the edges still remained there. He further writes that the mirrors on the ceiling as well as on the cornice of the hall were broken with
stones, so it was diﬃcult to walk on the ﬂoor because of the
broken glasses. Speaker with a heavy heart emphasized:

“Side rooms on both ﬂanks of the hall
had been turned into latrines, although in
one of these rooms once Emperor Nicholas
I spent the night and left his signature on
the wall”.
In 1898, the Russian winemaker Nikolai Shustov bought
the winery built on the territory of the Khan's palace from
Nerses Tairyants. Due to the demolition of the buildings of the
Khan’s Palace Shustov further expanded the territory of the
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One of the side rooms of the Mirror Hall in the Khan’s Palace.
A photo.

plant. In this regard, Nikolai Marr noted in his report that the
foundation of the north-western part of the palace was excavated by Shustov cognac plant, resulting in destruction of
the building adjacent to the palace.

Academician Nikolai Marr writes that the glassed
verandah of the Mirror Hall overlooking the River
Zangi was destroyed, light-grey slabs on the ﬂoor, as
well as the pool with its glossed mable fountain were
brutally broken. Academician Marr in the example of
Sardar Palace stated the indiﬀerent attitude in the
preservation of Muslim historical monuments in the
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entire South Caucasus. Further, with a heavy heart he
describes the state of Summer kiosque in Sardar garden. He writes that only the recollection remains from
the Summer kiosque. Speaker noted that the Iravan
city authority had decided to blow up the Summer
Pavilion in 1892, and the barbaric implementation of
this issue was entrusted on the contractors. At the end
of the meeting of the Imperial Archaeological Commission, Academician Nikolai Marr stated categorically that the palace has launched an extremely kind,
but the immediate is not. At the end of the meeting of
the Imperial Archaeological Commission, academician Nikolai Marr stated decisively that the palace was

Ruins of the Iravan Khan’s Palace. The year 1911.
(See: Известия Императорской Археологической Комиссии.
Выпуск 46. С.Петербург, 1912, c.76-77).
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in neglected condition, but there was not danger of destruction in the near future.
Academician Marr with a heavy heart, wrote: “To all
appearance, we are dealing with the systematic destruction of the ancient local monuments.. Obviously,
the ultimate aim of this destructive activity is to sweep
up tracks of ancient monuments”. The words of Academician Marr “to lose tracks of the ancient monuments”, of
course, are related to the historical monuments of Azerbaijani
people on the territory of Iravan province destroyed by the Armenian vandals. Of course, no nation would not have started

Photo of the Mirror Hall’s exterior of the Khan’s Palace
taken by Dmitry Yermakov . (See:Акопян Тадевос.
Очерк истории Еревана. Ереван, 1977, с.108).
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a barbaric destruction of their own material and cultural monuments, and would not try to eﬀace them.17
According to art critic Nikolai Miklashevskaya, Sardar
Palace was completely destroyed in 1914, and portraits of the
size of 2x1 m, painted by Mirza Qedim Iravani adorning walls
of the palace in the second half of the XIX century were torn
from the walls and handed to the Museum of Military History
in Tiﬂis. After the establishment of Soviet power in Georgia,
these portraits were given to the State Museum of Georgia SSR,
and then to the Georgian Museum of Art.18
Photos taken by the famous Russian photographer
Dmitry Yermakov in the 80s of the XIX century and reﬂecting

View of the ruins of the Iravan Fortress and Khan’s Palace.
The year 1915. Photo.
17

Известия Императорской Археологической Комиссии. Выпуск 46. С. Петербург, 1912, с. 75-81.
18
Искусство Азербайджана. Том VII, Баку, 1959, c.51.
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all the details of Khan's Palace in Iravan, currently stored in
the collection of D.Yermakov at the State Museum of Georgia.
In 1918-1920, in the territory of Iravan governorate - the land
of former Iravan khanate, was established the Armenian-Dashnak government, which pursued a policy of genocide against the
native Azerbaijani population. Thus, many historical and architectural monuments in Iravan city relating to the heritage of the
Azerbaijani culture were wiped out during that period.
One of the historical and architectural monuments, built in
the style of the Khan's Palace in Iravan, was the house of Panah
khan Makinsky. Residential Complex of Panah Khan, son of the
deputy of of Iravan municipal Duma, the collegiate counselor
Suleiman Khan, was in the square that bore his name (former
Ter-Gukasov str, now Nalbandian str, 19). The complex included:
the two-storey house of Khan, a kitchen, pantry, a single-storey
building for the servants and stables in seprate yards. Although
the house of Panah Khan was included in the list of architectural
monuments of Iravan protected by the state, and in the 60s of the
twentieth century like other Azerbaijani historical and architectural monuments it was destroyed and razed to the ground.19
Complexes, similar to the Khan's palace in Iravan, like
the Palace of Shirvanshah's in Baku and Khan’s Palace in Sheki
still remain today; they are the memory of centuries, of our
past. There is not a single historical monument in Iravan that
would testify about the past of the Azerbaijani people.
Today oﬃcial Iravan cannot show to their foreign
visitors and researchers a single historical monument older
19

htt://www.iatp.am/old_yerevan.
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The historical monument wipen out by modern Armenian vandals:Panah khan Makinski’s house.
(See: Акопян Т.Х. Очерки истории Еревана. Ереван, 1977, с. 124).

than 200 years in the “ancient Armenian land” and its “ancient
capital”.
Armenians, who deleted the traces of Azerbaijani historical and architectural monuments created by centuries, now
have prepared a business project “Iravan Fortress”. The project will be implemented in the vicinity of the city - in the area
of 184 hectares, now called by Armenians as Noragyugh, previously - Tezekend. Its preliminary estimate is about US $ 6-7
billion. This project, along with shopping sites, caravanserais,
oriental baths, also provides for the construction of a small
“Sardar Palace”. Even if it will be possible to implement this
project, it will be of no value from the historical and architectural point of view; because the palace complex of Iravan
Khans, which was considered a rare pearl of Eastern architecture, as a result of the Armenian vandals’ devastating activities
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has become the property of the historical memory a hundred
year ago.
However, despite the fact that this unique structure was
razed to the ground by Armenian vandals, extant primary
sources, archival documents, paintings, photographs which
have been preserved up today give opportunity to the grateful
people to create the total view of the magniﬁcent complex of
Iravan Khan's Palace (Sardar Palace).
Rare pearls of art decorating the Iravan Khan’s Palace:
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1

2

3

1. Fathali Shah’s portrait in the Mirror Hall. Art Museum of Georgia.
2. Zohrab’s portrait in the Mirror Hall. Art Museum of Georgia.
3. Hussein Qulu khan’s portrait in the Mirror Hall. Art Museum of Georgia.
4. Rustam Zal’s portrait in the Mirror Hall. Art Museum of Georgia.
5. Hassan Khan Qajar. http://sardari-iravani.org/Family History/familyhistory 1.htm
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Khan’s palace
wiped out
by armenian vandals
President of Azerbaijan funded by the
Council of State Support to Non-Governmental Organizations,
“Publication of 4 brochures on the history of the Iravan khanate”
History of the Azerbaijan Public Union was published.
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